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UD in the News Dec. 16-31

As 2017 drew to a close, 'The Washington Post' highlighted the University's involvement in the American Talent Initiative and the 'National Catholic Reporter' Global Sisters Report profiled 'cable television pioneer' Sr. Angela Ann Zukowski, director of the Institute for Pastoral Initiatives.

Online outlet Education Dive tapped the expertise of Kuntz Family Endowed Chair in Educational Administration Theodore Kowalski and Chief Information Officer Tom Skill.

*OhioENGINEER* highlighted news of engineering students teaming with Hobart on a patent for an innovation that assists in trapping heat in industrial dishwashers.

And Jennifer Dalton in the School of Education and Health Sciences was a guest of WXXU-FM's "Cincinnati Edition" to discuss a partnership with Grandview Medical Center to offer a culinary medicine program that teaches doctors healthy diet and cooking skills they can pass on to their patients.

LATEST NEWS

A New Phase

The planning process for the redevelopment of the former Montgomery County fairgrounds has entered a new phase.

Say Watt?

A donation of a new wind turbine will boost alternative-energy research and educational opportunities at the University of Dayton Research Institute's Energy Experience Center. The 6 kW turbine, valued at more than $25,000, was donated by OGW Energy Resources of Tipp City.

Here for Our Students
A sample of the news coverage the last half of December is below, and you can click here to view links to all of the University's media coverage during the month.

**Dozens more selective colleges join pledge to add lower-income students**
*The Washington Post*
University of Dayton, American Talent Initiative

**Q & A with Sr. Angela Ann Zukowski, a pioneer in cable television**
*Global Sisters Report*
Sr. Angela Ann Zukowski, religious studies

**Changing roles expand responsibilities of school leadership**
*Education Dive*
Theodore Kowalski, educational administration

**Teaching students to hack offers valuable hands-on experience, cybersecurity benefits**
*Education Dive*
Tom Skill, chief information officer

**University of Dayton engineering students to be listed on energy efficiency patent**
*OhioENGINEER*
School of Engineering Innovation Center
Prasanna Murlidharan, student

**Teaching Doctors To Pass Healthy Diet On To Patients**
*WVXU-FM*
Jennifer Dalton, dietetics

**A hearts and minds approach to gun violence**
*Dayton Daily News*
Binod Kumar, Human Rights Center

**Crime and cryptocurrency: How local criminals use bitcoin illegal**
*Dayton Daily News*
Tony Talbott, Human Rights Center

**Partisan gerrymandering targeted by reformers**
*Dayton Daily News*
Republicans, Democrats to use tax bill to campaign

WHIO-AM

Christopher Devine, political science
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